PRESENT
F McInerney, B Stevens, C Lock, D Schwarz, S Przibilla, A Bruce
T Hier, Cr B Koch

F McInerney welcomed guests Councillor Brian Koch

APOLOGIES
W Keast, G Fuss, A Parkinson, D McInerney

WHS
Nil

MINUTES
Minutes of previous meeting were read and accepted
Moved B Stevens  2nd A Bruce  CARRIED

BUSINESS ARISING
- Ablution Block: Les Dodd has started but hasn’t finished - Ongoing
- Dying Tree – council has been notified. Still waiting for removal
- Water Agreement – Ongoing
- Hockey Goals – Leon and Dianne Schwarz to remove, Set in good condition be offer to the Primary School. Dianne to make contact. Rest to be disposed of.

TREASURERS’ REPORT
Report tabled  Moved B Stevens  2nd T Hier  CARRIED

MANAGER’S REPORT
- Very busy weekend
- Bikesa have cancelled events for 2020
- Busy cleaning gutters and spraying around park.
- Taking weeks holiday from 31/08/20.

CORRESPONDENCE
IN
- Latest Covid 19 Update
- Covid 19 Marshall information
- CGVC Asset Grant Application.

OUT
- Nil

GENERAL BUSINESS
- RSMU Football Club met with Sam Freeman regarding new Clubrooms. Mor4e information to be tabled at new Rec Ground Mtg.
- Septic Tank has been cleared – council
- Cr Brian Koch gave a report on Council activities.
- Asset Grant – Dianne to check on prices for shade sails for playground and apply for grant - Resolved

AOB
Nil

NEXT MEETING 22nd September

MEETING CLOSED  9.24pm